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On Ternary Complementary PairsMar Gysin1 and Jennifer Seberry21Shool of Information TehnologyJames Cook UniversityTownsville, QLD 4811Australia2Centre for Computer Seurity ResearhUniversity of WollongongWollongong, NSW 2522AustraliaAbstratLet A = fa0; : : : ; a` 1g, B = fb0; : : : ; b` 1g be two nite sequenes of length`. Their nonperiodi autoorrelation funtion NA;B(s) is dened as:NA;B(s) = ` 1 sXi=0 aiai+s + ` 1 sXi=0 bibi+s; s = 0; : : : ; `  1;where x is the omplex onjugate of x. If NA;B(s) = 0 for s = 1; : : : ; `  1 then A, B is alled a omplementary pair. If, furthermore, ai; bi 2f 1; 1g; i = 0; : : : ; `  1, or, ai; bi 2 f 1; 0; 1g; i = 0; : : : ; `  1, then A, Bis alled a binary omplementary pair (BCP), or, a ternary omplementarypair (TCP), respetively. A BCP is also alled Golay sequenes. A TCP isa generalisation of a BCP. Sine Golay sequenes are only known to existfor lengths n = 2a10b26, a; b;   0, reent papers have foused on TCP's.The purpose of this paper is to give an overview of existing onstrutionsand tehniques and present a variety of new onstrutions, new restritionson the deienies and new omputational results for TCP's. In partiular: We give many new onstrutions whih onatenate shorter group ofsequenes to obtain longer sequenes. Many of these onstrutions anbe applied reursively and lead to innite families of TCP's. We give many new restritions on TCP's of lengths ` and deieniesÆ = 2x, where x  ` mod 4. We settle all the ases for existene/non{existene of TCP's of lengths`  20 and weights w  40. We give TCP's with minimum deienies for all lengths `  22.Keywords: autoorrelation funtion, Golay sequenes, ternary omplemen-tary pair, ombinatorial searh{algorithm.This researh has been arried out while the rst author was at the University of Wollongong.
1
1 PreliminariesLet A = fa0; : : : ; a` 1g, B = fb0; : : : ; b` 1g be two nite sequenes of length `.Their nonperiodi autoorrelation funtion NA;B(s) is dened as:NA;B(s) = ` 1 sXi=0 aiai+s + ` 1 sXi=0 bibi+s; s = 0; : : : ; `  1;where x is the omplex onjugate of x. If A, B have NA;B(s) = 0, s = 1; : : : ; ` 1,then A, B is alled a omplementary pair. Their periodi autoorrelation funtionPA;B(s) is dened as:PA;B(s) = ` 1Xi=0 aiai+s + ` 1Xi=0 bibi+s; s = 0; : : : ; `  1;where the subsripts are redued modulo ` if neessary.A omplementary pair A, B with ai; bi 2 f 1; 1g; i = 0; : : : ; `   1 is alled abinary omplementary pair (BCP) or Golay sequenes. A omplementary pair A,B with ai; bi 2 f 1; 0; 1g; i = 0; : : : ; `  1 is alled a ternary omplementary pair(TCP). Golay sequenes have been extensively studied, [ElKeSa90℄, [Golay61℄,[Golay62℄, [SebYam92℄, and they are only known to exist for lengths ` = 2a10b26,a; b;   0. The rst unresolved ases are now ` = 74; 82; 106; 116; 122. Beausethere are many lengths ` for whih Golay sequenes do not exist, one is motivatedto generalise the denition for Golay sequenes in some way and then searh forthe generalised ase. One suh possible generalisation are TCP's. The paper by[GavLem94℄ gives many TCP's and onstrutions for TCP's. The weight wA;B oftwo sequenes A and B is dened as their total number of non{zero entries in Aand B. That is, wA;B = NA;B(0) = PA;B(0):The deieny ÆA;B of two sequenes A and B is dened as their total number ofzero entries. That is, ÆA;B = 2`  wA;B:For a given length `, a TCP with minimum possible deieny is alled an optimalTCP. Two sequenes whih have their zeroes in the same positions are alleddisjointable sequenes. Disjointable sequenes whih are TCP's are importantbloks in many standard onstrutions, see for example, Theorem 2 and Lemma2. The following fats about NA;B, PA;B and wA;B are well known and an beeasily proven.(i) PA;B(s) = NA;B(s) +NA;B(`  s); s = 1; : : : ; `  1:(ii) PA;B(s) = PA;B(`  s); s = 1; : : : ; `  1:(iii) j ` 1Xi=0 aij2 + j ` 1Xi=0 bij2 = 2 ` 1Xs=1NA;B(s) + wA;B = ` 1Xs=1PA;B(s) + wA;B:2
In partiular, if A, B is a TCP, then:(i) PA;B(s) = 0; s = 1; : : : ; `  1:(ii) (` 1Xi=0 ai)2 + (` 1Xi=0 bi)2 = wA;B:(ii) means that the weight wA;B must be a sum of two squares as a neessarybut not suÆient ondition for A, B to be a TCP. From number theory (see, forexample, [AdlCou95℄) we know that wA;B is the sum of two squares if and only ifevery prime fator  3 mod 4 appears to an even power in the prime fatorisationof wA;B. Therefore, (i) wA;B 6 3 mod 4; and; (ii) wA;B 6 6 mod 8 as neessary(but not suÆient) onditions. [ElKeSa90℄ proved the following result whih isstronger than (i) and (ii): The weight of a TCP (or BCP) an have no fator 3 mod 4.Let A, B be a TCP and let A(k;m), B(k;m) be a pair of omplex valued sequeneswhere (for j = 0; : : : ; `  1, i2 =  1)a(k;m)j = aj  e2ikj=m;b(k;m)j = bj  e2ikj=m:ThenA(k;m), B(k;m) is a omplementary pair. For a proof onsiderNA(k;m);B(k;m)(s),s = 1; : : : ; `  1. We haveNA(k;m);B(k;m)(s) = ` 1 sXj=0 aje2ikj=maj+se (2ik(j+s)=m) +` 1 sXj=0 bje2ikj=mbj+se (2ik(j+s)=m)= e 2iks=m ` 1 sXj=0 ajaj+s + e 2iks=m ` 1 sXj=0 bjbj+s= NA;B(s) = 0:The ase m = 2 orresponds to negating every alternating element in A and B.In this ase A(k;2), B(k;2) is another TCP. [Golay61℄ showed that there are sixisomorphi transformations for a BCP A, B. These six transformation translatediretly to the ase of a TCP A, B. These are: (i) interhange A and B; (ii)reverse A; (iii) reverse B; (iv) negate A; (v) negate B; and; (vi) negate everyalternating element in A and B. TCP's that an be transformed into one otherusing one or more of the above operations are said to be equivalent.Notation: If A is a sequene then A denotes the sequene A with eah of itselements negated and A0 denotes the sequene A reversed.3
2 Multipliations of TCP'sIn this setion, longer sequenes are obtained by onatenating shorter groups ofsequenes in a ertain way. We all suh onstrutions as \multipliations". Thefollowing lemma is a result of applying one of the well known Golay onstrutions,[Golay61℄, to multiply (or onatenate) TCP's. This onstrution was originallygiven for BCP's.Lemma 1 Let M , N and P , Q be TCP's of length ` and r respetively, thenX = fm1  P; n1 Q;m2  P; n2 Q; : : : ; : : : ;m`  P; n` QgY = f n`  P;m` Q; n` 1  P;m` 1 Q; : : : ; : : : ; n1  P;m1 Qgis a TCP of length 2`r.We shift the sequenes X and Y r positions: X by appending r zeros and Y byprefaing with r zeros to obtain the following new powerful onstrution.Theorem 1 Let A, B be a disjointable TCP of length r. Let P = 12 (A + B),Q = 12 (A B) (that is, P and Q is a TCP) and let M , N be a TCP of length `.Let 0r denote the sequene of r zeros and letX = fm1  P; n1 Q;m2  P; n2 Q; : : : ; : : : ;m`  P; n` Q; 0rgY = f0r; n`  P;m` Q; n` 1  P;m` 1 Q; : : : ; : : : ; n1  P;m1 Qg;U = X+Y , V = X Y . Then X, Y and U , V are both TCP's of length (2`+1)rand U , V have weight wU;V = wA;BwM;N .Proof. Follows diretly from Lemma 1 and the onstrution. 2Note that beause of the onstrution, U and V are disjointable. This means thatthe above onstrution an be applied reursively by setting either Anew = U ,Bnew = V or Mnew = U , Nnew = V .Example 1 (We replae 1 by `+' and  1 by `{'.)Let ` = 9, M = ++++0+  +, N = ++   0 + + . Let P = 12 (A+B)and Q = 12(A   B) be a TCP of length r, let 0 denote the sequene of r zeros.NowX = P Q P Q P -Q P -Q 0 0 P Q -P -Q -P Q P -Q 0Y = 0 P Q -P -Q P -Q -P Q 0 0 P Q P Q -P Q -P QU = P A A -B B B B -A Q 0 P A -B B -B -B A -A QV = P -B B A A -A A B -Q 0 P -B -A -A -A A B B -Q,and X, Y and U , V are TCP's of length n = 19r and wU;V = 16wA;B .Remark: The onstrution in Theorem 1 an be generalised by shifting X andY (2k + 1)r positions and prefaing/appending (2k + 1)r zeroes. The TCP'sU; V obtained will have lengths (2` + 2k + 1)r and weights wU;V = wA;BwM;N .Theorem 1 is the ase k = 0.We restate a theorem from [GerSeb79℄ that originally has been given by R.J.Turyn. 4
Theorem 2 Let A, B and M , N be TCP's of length n and and r, respetively.Assume that A, B are disjointable and let P = 12 (A + B), Q = 12 (A   B). Let`' denote the Kroneker{produt. LetU = P M + QN 0 ;V = P N   QM 0 :Then U , V is a TCP of length nr and weight 12wA;BwM;N . U , V will be dis-jointable if M , N are disjointable.If A, B is a TCP of length ` and 0m is a sequenes of m zeroes m  0, then itis easy to see that A0mB, A0m B is a TCP of length 2`+m. This is a standardonstrution and it is a speial ase of a family of onstrutions whih are givenin the following lemma.Lemma 2 Let X, Y and M , N be TCP's of lengths n and r respetively. Let0m be a sequene of m zeros (m  0). LetA = M X 0m N 0  YB = N X 0m M 0  Y;C = M X N 0  Y 0m N X M 0  YD = M X N 0  Y 0m N X M 0  Y;E = M X N  Y 0 0m M  Y N  X 0F = M X N  Y 0 0m M  Y N X 0 ;G = M X N 0 X 0m N  Y M 0  YH = M X N 0 X 0m N  Y M 0  Y;I = M X M  Y 0 0m N  Y N X 0J = M X M  Y 0 0m N  Y N  X 0 ;and if M and N are disjointable, let P = 12(M +N), Q = 12(M  N), and letU = P X +Q Y 0m P  Y 0 +QX 0V = P X +Q Y 0m P  Y 0 +Q X 0 :Then A, B and U , V are TCP's of lengths 2nr + m and weights wX;Y wM;N ,and C, D; E, F ; G, H and I, J are TCP's of lengths 4nr + m and weights2wX;Y wM;N .Proof. Follows diretly from the onstrution. Examples an be onstrutedusing the sequenes with length n = 7 and weight 10 to show the inequivaleneof these onstrutions. 2Remark: The two onstrutions yielding the TCP's C, D and E, F are almostidential exept that the roles (but not the positions in the Kroneker produt)for M , N and X, Y are exhanged. The same statement is true for the TCP'sG, H and I, J .[GavLem94℄, Page 525, gives an important onstrution how disjointable se-quenes A, B of a TCP an be padded with an appropriate number of zeroes,5
reversed and \hooked onto eah other" to get a BCP. This onstrution an begeneralised in a straightforward manner to yield TCP's. In partiular, if A, Bis a disjointable TCP of length ` and weight wA;B and A (and therefore B) anbe padded with m zeroes at the end suh that the resulting sequene ~A satises~ai = 0 if1 ~a`+m 1 i 6= 0, then ~A+ ~B0, ~A  ~B0 is a TCP of length `+m and weight2wA;B .The onstrution in Theorem 7, in [GavLem94℄ starts with a BCP A, B, letsP = 12 (A + B), Q = 12 (A   B) and then obtains a new TCP where the lengthis multiplied by 3 and the weight is multiplied by 212 by onatenating A, B, Pand Q and reversed and/or negated versions of A, B, P and Q appropriately.A few remarks are now in order: (i) the onstrution generalises diretly to thease of a disjointable TCP. (ii) When trying to nd other similar onstrutionsthat also give TCP's, one needs to make sure that (iia) the total number of A'sin the new sequenes equals the total number of B's and the total number ofP 's equals the total number of Q's; and; (iib) when onsidering the nonperiodiautoorrelation funtion, the sequenes A, B, P and Q whih are the buildingbloks of the longer sequenes an be treated as if they were normal variableswith one exeption: shifting the sequenes into eah other is not ommutative.For example, shifting the sequene A into the sequene B is not the same asshifting the sequene B into the sequene A. In suh ases some of the sequenesmay need to be reversed appropriately in order to get the desired results. (iii)There are many inequivalent suh onstrutions that give TCP's and from (ii) itshould be lear that it is easy to searh for suh onstrutions either \by hand"(if there are only very few onatenations) or by omputer if there are more on-atenations involved.For the remainder of this setion we denote suh onstrutions by a multipliationof type (m; f), if the initial length of the TCP is multiplied by m and its weightby f . It is desirable to nd multipliations of type (m; f = m) rather than type(m; f < m). Beause the nal weight also needs to be a sum of two squares andfrom the preliminaries, we immediately derive that the following multipliations(m; f) are not possible for the following f 's: 2f = 3; 6; 7; : : :. More preisely,multipliations of the type (m; f) are not possible, if in the prime fatorisationof 2f there is an prime fator  3 mod 4 appearing to an odd power. Hene,for example, multipliations of the type (3; 3) or (7; 7) are not possible. Table 1gives some multipliations. More multipliations and more details an be foundin [GysSeb96℄.3 Restritions on the Deienies for TCP's3.1 Equations Modulo 4Suppose A, B is a TCP. Then from their nonperiodi autoorrelation funtionwe an derive two useful fats: (i) the number of 1{terms arising from NA;B(s)must be even for eah s = 1; : : : ; `   1 sine otherwise NA;B(s) = 0 is not possi-ble. (ii) The nonlinear equations NA;B(s) an be hanged into linear equations by1This \if" is the only dierene from the onstrution in [GavLem94℄. In [GavLem94℄ this\if" is an \if and only if" and subsequently yielded a BCP and not a TCP.6
(m; f) Example(3; 2) PA QPB Q(3; 212 ) AQBAPB(4; 212 ) PQA QPBP Q(5; 4) PA AB QP A BB Q(5; 4) PB ABQP A B A Q(5; 4) PAA AQPB B BQTable 1: Multipliations of TCP's.onsidering the following identity for x; y 2 f 1; 1g: xy + 1  x+ y mod 4. Weall these equations (redued) equations modulo 4 and denote them by ~NA;B(s).Clearly ~NA;B(s)  0 mod 4, s = 1; : : : ; `  1. The equations modulo 4 are linearand hene muh easier to handle than the original ones.Notie that neither onverse is true, that is, the number of 1{terms arising fromthe nonperiodi autoorrelation funtion being even does not imply NA;B(s) = 0neither does ~NA;B(s)  0 mod 4. Hene, (i) and (ii) an only be used for non{existene results.Two more remarks on ~NA;B(s): (iia) Consider, say, ai+2aj +ak  0 mod 4, thisequation an be simplied to ai + ak  2 mod 4. The general rule is that everyterm appearing twie on the left hand side an be omitted by adding 2 to theright hand side. (iib) eah ~NA;B(s) gives \one bit" of information. The maximumamount of information we an gain is `  1 bits in the (very unlikely) ase thatall the ~NA;B(s) are linearly independent.Conrmation of known results:BCP's of odd length do not exist: Assume the ontrary, that is, there is a BCPof an odd length. Then any of the following additions ~NA;B(s) + ~NA;B(`  s) 0 mod 4, s = 1; : : : ; ` 1 with the above rules gives 0  2 mod 4, a ontradition.A TCP of length ` > 3 and deieny Æ = 1 does not exist: Again we assume theontrary, that is a TCP with the above properties does exist. From remark (i)above it follows that the length ` must be odd and the zero must be in the middleof one sequene, say A. Again onsidering ~NA;B(s) + ~NA;B(`   s)  0 mod 4,for s = 1; : : : ; `   1, one an show that the sequene A is symmetri, that is,ak = a` 1 k. Using ~NA;B(s), one an also show that B is skew{symmetri, thatis, bk =  b` k 1. However, this is a little bit more involved and details are7
given in [GavLem94℄. Finally, these symmetry onditions are used in the originalequations NA;B(s) to show that a TCP with the above properties an not exist.Details are again given in [GavLem94℄.New results:New results obtained via equations modulo 4 are desribed in Setion 3.2.3.2 Restritions for Æ = 2x, where x  ` mod 4 and Restritionsfor Æ = 3The equations modulo 4 led us to the following theorem. A proof is given inAppendix B.Theorem 3 Let A, B be two ternary sequenes of length `, let ÆA;B = 2x, wherex  ` mod 4 and assume A, B are disjointable. Let T =Pai=0 i.Now if `  2 mod 4 and T  0 mod 2, then A and B annot have zero periodiautoorrelation funtion.Remark: The non{existene result in Theorem 3 is also valid if A and B are twoternary sequenes and one an be shifted ylially suh that the shifted versionsof A and B satisfy all the preonditions of the theorem.Corollary 1 Let A, B be two ternary sequenes of length `, let ÆA;B = 2x, wherex  ` mod 4 and assume A, B are disjointable. Let T =Pai=0 i.Now if(i) `  0 mod 4 and T  1 mod 2; or;(ii) `  1 mod 4 and T  1 mod 2; or;(iii) `  2 mod 4 and T  0 mod 2; or;(iv) `  3 mod 4 and T  0 mod 2;then A, B an not be a TCP.Proof. Assume the ontrary, that is, there exists a TCP A, B, whih fulllseither (i), (ii), (iii) or (iv) of the orollary. Now another TCP ~A, ~B an beobtained by padding A, B with m zeroes, where m is the smallest non{negativeresidue equivalent to 2  x mod 4. Now ~A, ~B have length ~̀ 2 mod 4 and it iseasy to see that they also fulll all the other preonditions of Theorem 3. Sine~A, ~B have zero nonperiodi autoorrelation funtion they also have zero periodiautoorrelation funtion. This is a ontradition to Theorem 3. 2Remark: Two ternary sequenes A, B of length `  x mod 4 and ÆA;B = 2x+ 2an neither have zero periodi nor zero nonperiodi autoorrelation funtion sinewA;B  6 mod 8.Example 2 (i) Disjointable TCP's of lengths ` = 5; 9; 13; 17; : : : and de-ieny Æ = 2 and their zeroes in positions k, k odd, do not exist.8
(ii) TCP's of lengths 4; 8; 12; 16; : : : and deieny Æ = 2; 10; 18; 26; : : : do notexist.Lemma 3 Let A, B be a TCP of length ` and assume that its deieny ÆA;B = 3,then(i) `  2 mod 4 and if ` = 4m + 2 then (without loss of generality) am =a` m 1 = b 2̀ = 0.Furthermore, if a = P` 1j=0 aj , b = P` 1j=0 bj , aeven = Pj even aj , aodd = Pj odd aj ,beven =Pj even bj, bodd =Pj odd bj, and ` = 4m+ 2 then(ii) a2 + b2 = 8m+ 1;(iii) a  0 mod 4;(iv) b  b0 mod 4;(v) ak + a` 1 k + bk + b` 1 k  2 mod 4, for k = 0; : : : ;m  1;(vi) furthermore, if the deomposition of wA;B into two squares is unique up toorder and sign, then aeven = a and aodd = 0, or, aeven = 0 and aodd = a;(vii) furthermore, if the deomposition of wA;B into two squares is unique up toorder and sign, then beven = b and bodd = 0;(viii) m  6;Lemma 3, (i) has also been given in [GavLem94℄.Proof.(i) Follows from the 1 terms arising from NA;B(s), the only possibility to havean even number of 1 terms for s = 1; : : : ; `  1 is the one given above.(ii) a2 + b2 = wA;B = 8m+ 1.(iii) b is odd, hene b2  1 mod 8, sine a2 + b2  1 mod 8, we must havea  0 mod 4.(iv) Consider ~NA;B( 2̀)  0 mod 4. This equations yields a+ b  b0  0 mod 4.Hene, together with (iii) b  b0 mod 4.(v) Follows from ~NA;B(`  1)  0 mod 4; : : : ; ~NA;B(` m)  0 mod 4.(vi) Consider the equivalent TCP C, D whih is obtained from A, B by alter-nating every seond element. Clearly C, D must also satisfy (iii) whihgives restrition (vi).(vii) As (vi) and taking into aount that beven has an odd number of 1 terms(and bodd an even number of 1 terms). Hene, beven 6= 0.(viii) Follows from an exhaustive omputer{searh through all possible andidatesequenes. 9
2Two sequenes with zero periodi autoorrelation funtion and Æ = 3 exist: Wedid not nd any TCP with Æ = 3. Two ternary sequenes with zero periodiautoorrelation funtion and Æ = 3 do exist as the following sequenes A, B oflength ` = 10 show: A = +++  0 +++0;B = + +++  + 0:4 Computational Results and Numerial Consequenes4.1 A Combinatorial Searh{Algorithm for TCP'sLet A, B be a TCP and let A(k;m), B(k;m) be as in Setion 1 and let a(k;m) =P` 1i=0 a(k;m)i , b(k;m) = P` 1i=0 b(k;m)i . Now A(k;m), B(k;m) are a omplementary pairand hene, ja(k;m)j2+ jb(k;m)j2 = wA;B . Notie that ja(k;m)j2 and jb(k;m)j2 are twonon{negative real values. This property an be used to drastially improve theperformane of a ombinatorial searh{algorithm that is trying to nd TCP's ofa given length ` and weight wA;B. Suppose the algorithm has a ertain andidatesequene A whih may is a member of a TCP A, B. The algorithm an now testif ja(k;m)j2 > wA;Bfor any integer values k, m. If this test is positive, then (sine jb(k;m)j2  0) Aan not be a member of suh a TCP. Notie that this proess does not involvethe inspetion of any andidate sequene B.Remarks: (i) If m = ` and the sequenes A and B are interpreted as a signalthen ja(k;`)j2, jb(k;`)j2 an be interpreted as the magnitudes of the disrete Fouriertransform of A and B. (ii) This algorithm an easily be adapted suh that theabove test works for any families of sequenes with onstant periodi (or nonperi-odi) autoorrelation funtion. (iii) We are indebted to R. Flether, [Flether97℄who mentioned this test to us for sequenes with onstant periodi autoorrela-tion funtion.4.2 Computational Results and Numerial ConsequenesThe above algorithm enabled us to searh through all andidate TCP's of length`  20 and weight w  40. TCP's that both started and/or ended with a zeroelement were not ounted. The existene/non{existene results for TCP's withthese parameters are given in Appendix A. We were also able to searh for opti-mal TCP's up to length ` = 22. For lengths 2 to 22 these are given in Table 2.Optimal TCP's up to length ` = 12 and for ` = 14 are also given in [GavLem94℄.In Table 2 \C(l; d; z)" means that the TCP for the given length ` and deienyÆA;B an be obtained via the standard onstrution (Lemma 2) with a TCP oflength l and and deieny d and insertion of z zeroes. Instead of asking for theminimum deieny Æ for a given length `, one ould also ask for the minimumlength ` for a given weight w. The results in Appendix A and some further10
searhes allowed us to answer these questions for some instanes. The answersare given in Table 3. \1" means that there is no TCP for the given weight w.In Table 2, the TCP's of length 12, 15 and 18 an be \hooked onto eah other"as desribed in Setion 1 to give TCP's of length ` = 22; 28; 34 and deienesÆ = 4. The TCP of length ` = 22 and deieny Æ = 4 has been proven optimal viaexhaustive omputer{searh through andidate sequenes of smaller deienies.The other TCP's may or may not be optimal. Let A, B be a TCP with ÆA;B  3.In this ase, the zeroes are usually in the same positions of dierent sequenes.But this is not always so as the following example of a TCP A, B with ÆA;B = 4shows: A = +0 + 000+;B = +++  + :All the TCP's (exept the one of length ` = 3) in Table 2 are disjointable. Hene,they an be applied in Theorem 2 to give new TCP's. Sine the new TCP'sobtained are also disjointable, Theorem 2 an be applied reursively yielding thefollowing orollary.Corollary 2 There are TCP's of lengths` = 2a++f+i+n3+2e+j+m5b+f+j7d+i+m11g+n13h17k19land weightsw = 21+a+2b+3e+f+3g+h+4k+4l+2m+2n5+d+f+h+m+n13i+jfor all integers a; b; ; d; e; f; g; h; i; j; k; l;m; n  0.Remark: TCP's of dierent lengths and smaller deienies may be obtained by,for example, appending a zero to a TCP of length ` = 10 and deieny Æ = 0and, in the onstrution, ounting this as a TCP of length 11 and deieny Æ = 2and then removing possible initial and/or nal runs of zeroes in the nal TCP's.5 Conlusion and Further ResearhThe two sizes minimum deieny Æ for a given length ` (Table 2) and mini-mum length ` for a given weight w (Table 3) display a rather \wild and erratibehaviour". This is not surprising from a ombinatorialist's point of view. Nev-ertheless, the standard onstrution in Lemma 2 often yields optimal TCP's. Itis natural to ask whether there are multipliations or standard onstrutions thatgive only optimal TCP's. We onjeture that the answer to this question is anegative one.The ase Æ = 3 and TCP's is not settled yet. Lemma 3 provides some restritionsbut it would be muh more satisfatory to have a TCP with Æ = 3 or have anon{existene proof for suh TCP's.Theorem 3 states that two sequenes with deieny Æ = 4; 12; 20; : : : and ertainproperties annot have zero periodi autoorrelation funtion. Sine the periodi11
` ÆA;B Example Remarks2 0 ++, +  Golay sequenes3 1 ++ , +0+ only example of Æ = 14 0 +++ , + + + Golay sequenes5 2 ++ 0 + , + + 0  + C(2; 0; 1)6 2 +++0 +,  + 0 + + also via C(3; 1; 0)7 4 +0 + 0 ++, +0 + 0 +   C(3; 1; 1)8 0 +++++  +, Golay sequenes++  + + 9 2 + ++ 0 + + + , C(4; 0; 1)+ ++ 0    +10 0 +++++ +  +, Golay sequenes++  +++  + 11 6 +0 + + 0 + 0  ++, also via C(4; 0; 3)+0 ++ 0 + 0   12 4  +++ 0 + +   + 0+, give optimal TCP of +++ 0 + ++  0  length 22, Æ = 413 6  +++ 0 + 0 +  +0+, also via C(6; 2; 1) +++ 0 + 0  ++ 0 14 2 +0 ++ + +  +++ + , give BCP of 0  ++++  ++  +  length 2615 4 ++ +++++ 0  +  0+, give TCP of++ +++   0 + + 0  length 28, Æ = 416 0 ++++++   ++   + +, Golay sequenes++++  ++ ++ + + 17 2 ++++++   0 +  +   ++ , also via C(8; 0; 1)++  ++++ 0 +  + + +18 4 +0 + ++ ++ +  +   ++0 , also via C(8; 0; 2)+0 + + ++++   ++ 0+19 6 +++++  + 000 + +  + + , C(8; 0; 3)+++++  + 000    ++ + +20 0 +++++ +  + Golay sequenes++   +++ + ,+ + + ++ +  +  ++   + +21 2 +++++ +   + 0 C(10; 0; 1)++   +++ + ,+ ++ + + +   + 0  ++   + +22 4 + + ++++ 0 + also via C(10; 0; 2)++ 0 +  +  ++,+ + ++ + +  0   +  0 + +    ++ Table 2: Optimal TCP's for lengths `, 2  `  22.
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w 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10` 1 1 1 2 3 1 1 4 1 6w 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20` 1 1 9 1 1 8 13 1 1 10w 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30` 1 1 1 1 18 14 1 1 > 20 1w 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40` 1 16 1 > 20 1 1 > 20 1 1 20Table 3: Minimum lengths ` for a given weight w.autoorrelation funtion being zero is a weaker requirement than the nonperiodiautoorrelation funtion being zero, non{existene for ertain sequenes with pe-riodi autoorrelation funtion being zero is a stronger result. It, for example,also implies that there are no weighing matries (denition of weighing matriesnot given in this paper) onstruted from two irulants with ertain properties.Many patterns and strutures our in TCP's and multipliations obtained viaomputer. Some of these patterns deserve to be further examined and may leadto other new theorems and a deeper understanding of TCP's and ombinatorialdesigns or sequenes.A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es, sequenes andblok designs, Contemporary Design Theory { a Colletion of Surveys, eds.J. Dinitz and D.R. Stinson, John Wiley and Sons, New York, 431{560, 1992.A Existene Results for TCP's of Lengths `  20 andWeights w  40In Table 4 and 5 we give the existene results for TCP's of length `  20 andweight w  40. The following abbreviations are used. YG: yes, Golay sequenes;YFG: yes, standard onstrution (Lemma 2) with Golay sequenes of weight w2 ;Y: yes, via omputer{searh; YFT: yes, standard onstrution (Lemma 2) witha TCP of smaller length of weight w2 ; YFTI: yes, from a TCP of the same weightand by interleaving zeroes (for example, if fa0; a1; : : : ; al 1g, fb0; b1; : : : ; bl 1g is aTCP of length l, then fa0; 0; a1; 0; : : : ; 0; al 1g, fb0; 0; b1; 0; : : : ; 0; bl 1g is a TCP oflength 2l 1); YHT: yes, by \hooking" a TCP of length `+22 and weight w2 \ontoeah other"; N: no, via exhaustive omputer{searh; N1: no, deieny Æ = 1and ` > 3; NSQ: no, not the sum of two squares; NW: no, weight has a fator 3 mod 4. Sequenes that both started and/or ended in zero were not ounted. Se-quenes that were obtained via omputer{searh (that is, Y{entries below) an beaessed via the WWW on http://www.s.ju.edu.au/ mar/TCP/tpres.html.B Proof Of Theorem 3Proof. Assume that A, B are two disjointable sequenes of length `  2 mod 4and deieny ÆA;B = 4; 12; 20; : : :. Assume that T =Pai=0 i  0 mod 2. We areto show that suh sequenes an not have zero periodi autoorrelation funtion.Assume the ontrary, that is, assume that there exist two sequenes A, B with14
w, ` 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 104 YG YFG YFG YFG YFG YFG YFG YFG YFG5 Y N YFTI N YFTI N YFTI N6 NSQ NSQ NSQ NSQ NSQ NSQ NSQ NSQ7 NSQ NSQ NSQ NSQ NSQ NSQ NSQ8 YG YFG YFG YFG YFG YFG YFG9 NW NW NW NW NW NW10 N YFT YFT YFT YFT YFT11 NSQ NSQ NSQ NSQ NSQ12 NSQ NSQ NSQ NSQ NSQ13 N1 N Y N14 NSQ NSQ NSQ NSQ15 NSQ NSQ NSQ16 YG YFG YFG17 N1 N18 NW NW19 NSQ20 YGTable 4: Existene of TCP's for lengths 2  `  10 and weights 4  w  20the above properties and PA;B(s) = 0, s = 1; : : : ; `   1. Sine, PA;B(s) = 0,s = 1; : : : ; `   1, the equations modulo 4, denoted by ~PA;B(s) must also be 0,s = 1; : : : ; `  1.Write ÆA;B2 = 4m+ 2 and letSeven = fi j ai = 0; i eveng;Sodd = fi j ai = 0; i oddg:Sine T  0 mod 2, jSevenj  jSoddj  0 mod 2. Sine ÆA;B = 4; 12; 20; : : :,jSevenj+jSoddj  2 mod 4. Consider now the equations ~PA;B(2)  0 mod 4; ~PA;B(4) 0 mod 4; : : : ; ~PA;B( ` 22 )  0 mod 4 and~PA;B(2) + ~PA;B(4) + : : :+ ~PA;B(`  22 )  0 mod 4: (1)(Assume that the equations modulo 4 are written suh that the LHS ontainsall the variable{terms and the RHS ontains all the onstant{terms.) If nowiu   iv 6 s 6 ij   ik mod `, iu; iv 2 Seven, ij ; ik 2 Sodd then ~PA;B(s)  0 mod 4an be written asai0 s + ai0+s + : : :+ ai4m+2 1 s + ai4m+2 1+s +bi0 s + bi0+s + : : :+ bi4m+2 1 s + bi4m+2 1+s  0 mod 4;where i0; : : : ; i4m+2 1 2 Seven [ Sodd and the subsripts are redued modulo ` ifneessary and the subsripts are not neessarily all distint (and all the terms onthe LHS are not equal to zero). If s an be written d1 times as a dierene in15
w, ` 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 204 YFG YFG YFG YFG YFG YFG YFG YFG YFG YFG5 YFTI N YFTI N YFTI N YFTI N YFTI N6 NSQ NSQ NSQ NSQ NSQ NSQ NSQ NSQ NSQ NSQ7 NSQ NSQ NSQ NSQ NSQ NSQ NSQ NSQ NSQ NSQ8 YFG YFG YFG YFG YFG YFG YFG YFG YFG YFG9 NW NW NW NW NW NW NW NW NW NW10 YFT YFT YFT YFT YFT YFT YFT YFT YFT YFT11 NSQ NSQ NSQ NSQ NSQ NSQ NSQ NSQ NSQ NSQ12 NSQ NSQ NSQ NSQ NSQ NSQ NSQ NSQ NSQ NSQ13 Y N N Y Y N YFTI N Y N14 NSQ NSQ NSQ NSQ NSQ NSQ NSQ NSQ NSQ NSQ15 NSQ NSQ NSQ NSQ NSQ NSQ NSQ NSQ NSQ NSQ16 YFG YFG YFG YFG YFG YFG YFG YFG YFG YFG17 N N Y Y Y N N N N N18 NW NW NW NW NW NW NW NW NW NW19 NSQ NSQ NSQ NSQ NSQ NSQ NSQ NSQ NSQ NSQ20 N YFT YFT YFT YFT YFT YFT YFT YFT YFT21 NSQ NSQ NSQ NSQ NSQ NSQ NSQ NSQ NSQ NSQ22 NSQ NSQ NSQ NSQ NSQ NSQ NSQ NSQ NSQ NSQ23 NSQ NSQ NSQ NSQ NSQ NSQ NSQ NSQ NSQ24 NSQ NSQ NSQ NSQ NSQ NSQ NSQ NSQ NSQ25 N1 N N N N Y Y Y26 N Y Y YHT N YFT YFT YFT27 NSQ NSQ NSQ NSQ NSQ NSQ NSQ28 NSQ NSQ NSQ NSQ NSQ NSQ NSQ29 N1 N N N N N30 NSQ NSQ NSQ NSQ NSQ NSQ31 NSQ NSQ NSQ NSQ NSQ32 YG YFG YFG YFG YFG33 NSQ NSQ NSQ NSQ34 N N N N35 NSQ NSQ NSQ36 NW NW NW37 N1 N38 NSQ NSQ39 NW40 YGTable 5: Existene of TCP's for lengths 11  `  20 and weights 4  w  40
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Seven mod ` and d2 times as a dierene in Sodd mod `, then ~PA;B(s)  0 mod 4an be written asai0 s + ai0+s + : : : + ai4m+2 1 s + ai4m+2 1+s +bi0 s + bi0+s + : : :+ bi4m+2 1 s + bi4m+2 1+s  2  (d1 + d2) mod 4;where the subsripts are as above (and now some of the terms on the LHS arezero). Consider now (1) whih is obtained by adding all the previous onsideredequations. It is easy to see that on the LHS in (1) eah (non{negative) variable ai,bi, with i even, ours jSevenj times. Similarly eah (non{negative) variable ai, bi,with i odd, ours jSoddj times. Sine jSevenj  jSoddj  0 mod 2, the LHS of (1)is equivalent to 0 mod 4. The RHS of (1) is equivalent to 2  (dtot1 + dtot2) mod 4where dtot1 is the total number of solutions to i  k  2; 4; : : : ; ` 22 mod `, i; k 2Seven and dtot2 is the total number of solutions to i   k  2; 4; : : : ; ` 22 mod `,i; k 2 Sodd. We have dtot1 = jSevenj2  (jSevenj   1);dtot2 = jSoddj2  (jSoddj   1);and sine jSevenj+ jSoddj  2 mod 4, dtot1 + dtot2  1 mod 2. Hene, the RHS of(1) is equivalent to 2 mod 4. This is a ontradition and onludes the proof. 2
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